Dear reviewer1
Thank you for reviewing my manuscript very much! The advises are very great to promote the revision. The replies are as follow.
1, The start year of all studies was not mentioned in the meta-analysis. Because we think that the start year was not associated with outcome of meta-analysis.
2, I have revised the cut-offs for I2 values.
3, Begg test and doi plot were conducted and added in the manuscript.
4, I have enriched the part of discussion
5, All studies included in this meta-analysis could be seen in the reference.

Dear reviewer2
Thank you for reviewing my manuscript very much! I have revised the writing errors.

Dear editor
1, I have revised the writing errors and edited the English language better.
2, I have added addition in the the method and discussion section.
3, All the analyzed studies had been in the references chapter. As for reference format, some references are without DOI in fact.
4, I have revised Tables 1 and 2 into Table S1 and Table S2.
5, Conflict-of-Interest Disclosure Form and Copyright License Agreement. Scientific Quality were conducted.
6, I have added some documents about providing revision.